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Evaluation of the third sideband

For the sake of simplicity, the bias dependence of the capacitance gradient was neglected in this

publication. This additional property could be determined when extending the state observer by an

additional state 1, which was introduced in Equation 11 of the main manuscript.

Coefficient 1 is caused by bias-induced band bending and should be observed when semiconducting

samples are measured or a semiconducting tip is used as a KFM probe. The effect of band bending

can be seen at the third harmonic frequency of the electric modulation, where

:elts = :
el,dc
ts + :el,lts cos(lmC) + :

el,2l
ts cos(2lmC) + :el,3lts cos(3lmC), (S1)

with

:
el,3l
ts =

1
8
m2m�

mI2m*
*3ac. (S2)

This result is obtained after considering the Taylor expansion of the capacitance shown in Equation

4 of the main manuscript and applying it to Equation 3.

Parameter 1 can be determined from the frequency-shift signal using

1 ≡ 50
4:

m2m�

mI2m*
= −
4 Δ 53lm
*3ac

(S3)

where Δ 53lm = − 50/2: :
el,3l
ts is defined as the amplitude of the Δ 5 signal at the third harmonic

frequency. This signal was evaluated for the measurement shown in Figure 3 of the main manuscript,

where the open-loop TD controller was demonstrated. Figure S1a shows the topography of the

sample, Figure S1b shows the error signal obtained from the TD controller after the reconstruction.

A slight offset in the error signal, which was expected to be zero-mean, is visible. This offset can

S2



be explained by the presence of band bending, causing an additional frequency component, which

was not considered in the measurement model. Figure S1c shows the reconstruction of 1 using the

third harmonic of the electric modulation. The signal is present and the increased value above the

graphene flake leads to the increased offset of the error signal at this location.
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Figure S1: Analysis of bias dependence of the capacitance gradient causing an offset in the error
signal of the open-loop TD reconstruction. (a) Surface topography and (b) error signal of the open-
loop demonstration. Both figures are reprinted from Figure 3 of the main manuscript. (c) Parameter
1, reconstructed from the frequency-shift signal at the third harmonic of the electric modulation.
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